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Why is everything 
so confusing right now?



Why is everything 
so confusing right now?

■ Prices and wages have both risen rapidly lately

■ Wage growth can be good (productivity), mixed (supply and 

demand changes), and bad (inflation) 

■ Rapid inflation is a spiral of higher prices and wages that 

erodes savings and messes with our decisions

■ Is this temporary?  Or is this inflation that the Federal reserve 

needs to fight?

■ And will fighting it lead to unemployment/a recession?



Outline

■ Why is wage growth sometimes good, mixed, or bad?

■ What is the evidence for those different scenarios? 

(Labor market, wages, inflation)

■ What does your crystal ball say about a recession?



Explanation #1: Productivity

Workers become more productive

→ make more valuable stuff

→ Firms hire more people and pay them 

more (higher wages)

→BUT prices don’t rise because costs 

are lower!  



Explanation #2: Demand is too 
high compared to supply

■ Consumers want to buy more stuff.   

■ BUT Suppose there’s not more stuff

■ $$ chasing limited stuff → prices go up

■ Firms try to expand production to meet 
demand → want to hire more workers→
Wages go up to draw workers in

■ But are there more workers?  Spiral

This is the concern about too much 
government stimulus



2:40

■ https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxvcpxVv5AzMd5KvbxW24LF72Uf4Lv8nzW

https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxvcpxVv5AzMd5KvbxW24LF72Uf4Lv8nzW


So------Is demand too high?  

■ Limited supply chains relative to demand? 

– Inflation will get better as supply chains resolve (cars)

■ Fewer workers willing to work? 

– Inflation will get better as workers return 

– OR new equilibrium where prices and wages stabilize at a higher 
level

■ Too much stimulus led to more demand that economy can produce?  

– Need to “cool off” the economy to fight persistent inflation.  Main 
option is to reduce demand (Fed policy). 

– But—this might mean increasing unemployment in that fight



How do we know which explanation it is?

One thing economists are watching is the labor market



Employment now above pre-pandemic levels

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Sept 2, 2022



Job growth remains strong



Unemployment is low



Conclusion: the job market is tight

■ But—the market is in a lot of upheaval in ways employment 

numbers don’t show



The Job Market Upheaval

■ Labor force is smaller BUT number of jobs are rising

Four sources: 

– Lower population—250K deaths for 18-64

– Less immigration

– Older population

– Lower LFP for those still of working age (but mostly 
those 55+)

■ Great Reshuffling: quits and moves



Aging America is leading to a tighter 
labor market.  This is the biggest story.



Labor Force Participation rate has declined



Who “Doesn’t want to work?”  Not teens

Aug 2022--37.7%

Aug 2019--35.4%



Non-disabled men & now women are back

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=Tq9U


So who’s not back?   Older people

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=Tqaj


Partly older workers are getting older, partly 
older workers of each age less likely to work



The Job Market Upheaval

■ Labor force is smaller BUT number of jobs are rising

Four sources: 

– Lower population—250K deaths for 18-64

– Less immigration

– Older population

– Lower LFP for those still of working age (but mostly 
those 55+)

■ Great Reshuffling: quits and moves



Tight market leads to reshuffling



So—LOTS of 
Openings

Both from 
new 
positions and 
from quits



Not many people unemployed compared 
to openings





Labor market going forward

■ Some longer-term change—immigration, population, ageing 

of population

■ Some short term—Great Reshuffling more than Great 

Resignation

■ Some we don’t know--Will LFP rates continue to recover or 

not?  Women returned, will the 55+ return or not?

■ What does this mean for wages?





Wages



So—are higher wages leading to 
inflation?



Inflation

Rapid inflation

→spiral of higher 

prices and wages 

→erodes savings 

→ distorts 

decisions





Current thoughts

Prob inflation will ease

■ Labor market looks very far from 
recessionary--closer to an unusual 
boom than a recession

■ Some inflation was transitory 
supply shocks and gas prices

■ Expectations seem to be that 
inflation will come down--
“anchored”—which is good if true

Prob controlling inflation 
means more 
unemployment

■ A lot of labor market tightness

■ Looking at median inflation 
suggests widespread price 
increases

■ Unlikely for inflation to come within 
1 percentage point of the Federal 
Reserve’s target. 






